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Are Everyday Single-Use Items
Really a Threat to
Our Planet?
Every year, over 500 billion cottons swabs
are sold, costing the environment
485 million lbs in CO2. In addition, 1-5%
of the plastic found in our oceans are
cotton swabs.
647 billion facial tissues are sold yearly,
with an estimated cost of 1700 million lbs
in CO2. 28 million trees are needed for
that production.
These numbers show us what a massive
negative impact single-use items have on
our planet, both in terms of resources used
for production and the waste they leave
behind once they have been used.

There is a Better Way
At LastObject our mission is simple:
We create reusable, sustainable alternatives
to single-use beauty and wellness items.
Our community has already eliminated
MORE THAN 3 BILLION SINGLE-USE ITEMS,
and we are just getting started!
Our goal is to increase that number to:

50 BILLION BY THE YEAR 2025

“

We don't need a
handful of people
doing zero waste
perfectly, we need
millions of people
doing it imperfectly.

LastObject
Was Born
Out of a Wish
of Making
Sustainable
Choices
Easy and Fun.
Founders
Isabel & Nicolas Aagaard
(Sister/brother)
& Kåre Frandsen

is B Corp Certified
This means we are a part of a global community of
purpose-driven businesses that strive to be a power
for good. One of the missions of B Lab, the nonprofit
network behind this certification, is to transform
economical systems by harnessing the collective
power in this global community and impact more
than 150 industries in over 80 countries.
Therefore, we work with an external agency to conduct a
comprehensive life cycle assessment (LCA) as soon as a
product is on the market.

Learn more:
https://www.bcorporation.net/en-us/find-a-b-corp/compa
ny/last-object-ap-s

The LastObject Sustainability Pillars

We want our planet to last for
generations to come - it’s the
reason we’re in business.

Our products are made to last, to
be enjoyed, and have a minimal
environmental impact.

We create meaningful and lasting
work in a fun, open and borderless
workspace.

Save the planet from
single-use items

Create products you love to
use and reuse

Create an inclusive and
diverse culture

Be part of the solution to the
climate crisis

Create durable and long
lasting design

Create work opportunities
across the planet

Nurture a reusable movement

Choose materials to minimize
our impact

Create an amazing work
environment

LastObject at a Glance
We are a sustainable company, making reusable and eco-friendly
products, while passionately fighting for the causes we care about.

B Corp certified since
July 2022

3rd party review
Life Cycle Assessment

+150,000 lbs Ocean Bound
Plastic removed in 2021
Collaborating with:

Product Catalogue 2022

Comes in 6 Colors
Each color represents a species that is endangered due to ocean pollution
Whale Blue
The Whale Blue is inspired by the ice-loving Beluga whales,
one of the most social creatures on the planet. Whales, like
the Beluga, are at the top of the food chain and have an
important role in the ecosystem.

Dolphin Turquoise
The Dolphin Turquoise color is inspired by the Hector Dolphin,
an endangered sea animal with a dorsal fin shaped like a
Mickey Mouse ear. It lives outside of the coast of New Zealand,
and the whole population consists of 55 individuals.

Turtle Green
The Turtle Green color is inspired by the smallest sea turtle on
the planet, Kemp’s ridley sea turtle. It lives primarily in the Gulf
of Mexico, where it once used to be abundant but now is listed
as endangered.

Krill Peach
The Krill Peach color is inspired by the tiny crustacean that
is the number one food source for many larger animals,
such as penguins and whales. Even though the krills are
small, they have a massive impact on the ecosystem.

Sea Fan Red
The Sea Fan color is inspired by a beautiful red coral with
the same name. This animal can be found in warm water
and around reefs. The structure is fan-like and often hosts
other sea creatures like tiny Pygmy seahorses.

Penguin Black
The Penguin Black color is inspired by the Cape penguin, a
small penguin that lives in South African waters. It is a
charismatic little fellow that was once numerous but is now
endangered due to pollution, loss of nesting sites, lack of
food, and oil spills.

Using 1
1,000 Times Instead of
1,000 Single-Use Swabs*
Reduces Carbon Footprint by 83%
Reduces Land Use by 97%
Reduces Primary Energy Demand by 91%
Reduces Water Consumption by 92%
Even though the carbon footprint of 1 LastSwab is
higher than one single use swab, it only takes 36
uses (so about 5 weeks) to become a better option in
terms of carbon footprint.
* (average of bamboo, paper and PP rod)

Original

Reusable Swab for Clean Ears and Clean Oceans

LastSwab Original is the world’s first reusable alternative to single-use
cotton swabs. It features a bumpy surface made of medical TPE, which
is both comfortable to use and great for grabbing unwanted particles.
In other words, it’s completely ear-resistible.

Contains: One reusable swab in a colorful case
Materials: The ends are TPE, the rod is PP and the case is made from
recycled ocean bound plastic. The paper packaging is made of 100%
compostable cardboard without bleach

It can be used, washed (just rinse with soap and water), and used
again up to 1000 times, which means a lot of waste is prevented from
ending up in nature and our oceans.

RRP: €11.00

Your ears and the Earth will thank you.

MOQ: 6

Color options:

Original

Perfect for your Beauty routines

Brows

“

What our customer are saying

“The LastSwab is a must in my household which is why
I went back for more! I wanted to have a swab in each
bathroom for each family member. I love how I can
customize the colors so we know exactly who each
swab belongs to.
Everyone should own a LastSwab!.”

Lashes

Lips

Beauty

Reusable, Tapered Swab for Beauty and Makeup Needs

LastSwab Beauty is a small tool with a big effect. With one side
rounded and the other tapered, it is perfect for removing leftover
makeup, creating a smudged eyeliner or a sharp cateye.
The colorful carrying case fits great in the makeup bag and makes
you ready for any adjustments during the day. After you’re done,
just wash it with soap and water, and reuse it up to 1000 times.
LastSwab Beauty will become an indispensable part
of your beauty routine, and you will soon forget that
single-use swabs even exist.

Contains: One reusable swab in a colorful case
Materials: The ends are TPE, the rod is PP and the case is made from
recycled ocean bound plastic. The paper packaging is made of 100%
compostable cardboard without bleach
RRP: €11.00
MOQ: 6

Color options:

Beauty

Perfect for your Beauty routines

Shadow

Liner

Freckles

“

What our customer are saying
“Makeup mistakes are so much easier
to deal with now!”
“I am the actual worst at applying my
eyeliner! LastSwab Beauty really helps
me clean up my cat eye! ”

Beauty Trio

3 Reusable Pro Swabs for Beauty and Makeup Needs

Sharpen Pro

Beauty Pro

Original Pro

LastSwab Beauty Trio Pro is the ultimate kit to add to the makeup
toolbox. The kit contains our innovative LastSwab Sharpen Pro, with
soft tips that can remove tough makeup. The two tips are washable
and interchangeable, and four extra tips are included. It also
includes an improved version of LastSwab Beauty Pro, our favourite
tool for smudging and touch-ups.

Contains: 1 case, 3 reusable swabs, 4 extra changeable tips, and a
mirror inside the top lid.
Materials: The rod is made from polypropylene (PP) reinforced with
glass fiber. The LastSwab Original Pro and Beauty Pro tips are
produced using thermoplastic elastomers (TPE). The LastSwab
Sharpen Pro tips are made from 30 % cotton and 70 % wood fiber.

To complete the trio is our Kickstarter success story,
LastSwab Original Pro. It separates lashes and
feathers brows into the perfect shape.
The new Trio case has a big mirror inside the top lid.

RRP: €21.00
MOQ: 6

Color options:

Beauty Trio

Mirror inside

The Ultimate Reusable Makeup Kit

LastSwab Original - Feather

LastSwab Beauty - Smudge

LastSwab Fix - Sharpen

LastSwab Original is an essential beauty tool
for anyone who wants to achieve perfect
lashes and brows.

Our much loved LastSwab Beauty has been
updated and improved. The swab has a
pro-performance textured tip which makes it
perfect for smudging your eyeliner, blending
your makeup, and adding eye shadow.

With soft tips and extra amount of absorption
LastSwab Fix will blow you away. It’s wonderful
for correcting bigger mistakes and smudges.
Sharpen the edges of your eyeliner or use it
around your lips to catch leaking lipstick.

This swab features a bumpy surface that
beautifully separates eyelashes. You can also
add a bit of brow wax and comb through your
brows to get them on fleek.

Use the pointy side to set gems or paint
freckles.

The two tips are interchangeable and four
extra are included. They can be washed by
hand or in the machine in a bag.

Baby

Reusable, Tapered Swab for Beauty and Makeup Needs

LastSwab Baby is a small tool with a big effect. With one side
rounded and the other tapered, it is perfect for removing leftover
makeup, creating a smudged eyeliner or a sharp cateye.
The colorful carrying case fits great in the makeup bag and makes
you ready for any adjustments during the day. After you’re done,
just wash it with soap and water, and reuse it up to 1000 times.
LastSwab Beauty will become an indispensable part
of your beauty routine, and you will soon forget that
single-use swabs even exist.

Contains: One reusable swab in a colorful case
Materials: The ends are TPE, the rod is PP and the case is made from
recycled ocean bound plastic. The paper packaging is made of 100%
compostable cardboard without bleach
RRP: €11.00
MOQ: 6

Color options:

Using
1,750 Times Instead of
1,750 Single-Use Swabs*
Reduces Carbon Footprint by 94%*/88%
Reduces Land Use by 99%*/99%**
Reduces Primary Energy Demand by 92%*/88%**
Reduces Water Consumption by 100%*/83%**
Full Environmental Impact is 24*/14** Times Better
Even though the carbon footprint of 1 LastRound is
higher than 1 single use round, it only takes 34*/43**
uses (so about 5-6 weeks) to become a better option
in terms of carbon footprint.
*conventional cotton rounds, **organic cotton rounds

Our family of reusable cosmetics rounds
makes it easy to make the change from
wasteful single-use cotton rounds.
Each round can be used 250 times!

Comes in 2 sizes

Reusable, Sustainable, and Soft Rounds

LastRound is the sustainable alternative to makeup pads and cotton
rounds. Use it to apply your favorite toner or remove your makeup while
gently exfoliating your face. It is soft and won’t irritate the skin,
especially the sensitive skin around your eyes.
It doesn’t tear, pill, or have any lint, so you can have a fuzz-free
experience. Time to give up those cotton balls! Each case
contains more than 1750 uses! Pretty great, huh?
Get ready to bring your beauty regimen to the next level!

Contains: Seven reusable rounds in a colorful case
Materials: The case is made of Ocean Bound Plastic, preventing waste
from entering our oceans. The rounds are made from 30 % cotton and
70 % wood fibers and are recyclable with your household waste. You
can also stick it into the soil of a flowerpot, and it will naturally.
RRP: €14.00
MOQ: 6

Color options:

Large

Large Reusable Rounds to Clean Your Face
in One Smooth Swipe

We took the best round in the world and made it bigger. With a 50%
larger surface, there is more to love. LastRound Large has the same
fuzz-free, no-lint, super soft experience but is even smoother to use on
your face and body.
Remove your makeup, apply your favorite toner, use it as a
makeup blender or add a scrub to exfoliate. It fits perfectly
in the palm, and the generous size will save you time in
your daily beauty routines.

Contains: Seven reusable rounds in a colorful case
Materials: The case is made of Ocean Bound Plastic, preventing waste
from entering our oceans. The rounds are made from 30 % cotton and
70 % wood fibers and are recyclable with your household waste. You
can also stick it into the soil of a flowerpot, and it will naturally.
RRP: €17.00
MOQ: 6

Color options:

Black Reusable Rounds for Pigmented Makeup & Nail Polish

Our LastRound Pro are dark rounds, for your most colorful looks. Nail
polish and highly pigmented makeup can add a vibrant pop of color to
your life, but they can also add a less wanted palette to reusable
rounds. With LastRound Pro, you get a completely stain-free experience,
without spots or discoloration.
The round is black as the night and will never be tainted,
no matter how colorful and creative you get. It is soft,
lint-free and sustainable. Simply put, it’s pro.
After use, wash it with soap and water and reuse each
round 250 times.

Contains: Seven reusable rounds in a colorful case
Materials: The case is made of Ocean Bound Plastic, preventing waste
from entering our oceans. The rounds are made from 30 % cotton and 70
% wood fibers and are recyclable with your household waste. You can
also stick it into the soil of a flowerpot, and it will naturally compost
RRP: €14.00
MOQ: 6

Color options:

Perfect for your Beauty routine

Ultra Soft
with water

Clean your face or
nails w. Pro

Rinse with water
and wash in
washing machine

“

“LastRounds have
changed my life”

Suzanne Diaz, MakeUp
Head of Fox TV’s hit show 911

The World Goes Round - Starter Kit

What it is
A Starter kit that everyone you’ll need to integrate our LastRounds into
your existing beauty routine.
Care
Hand wash with soap and water or use our Laundry bag and throw it in
the washing machine

Contains: 1 LastRound, 2 LastRound Refills (14 rounds) + 1 Laundry bag.
Materials: The case is made of Ocean Bound Plastic, preventing waste
from entering our oceans. The rounds are made from 30 % cotton and
70 % wood fibers and are recyclable with your household waste. You
can also stick it into the soil of a flowerpot, and it will naturally.
RRP: €25.00
MOQ: 6

Color options:

In Store Sampling
LastRound samples
1 or 3 Reusable rounds

Using
3,100 Times Instead of
3,100 Single-Use Swabs*
Reduces Carbon Footprint by 86%
Reduce Land Use by 87%
Reduce Primary Energy Demand by 80%
Reduces Water Consumption by 68%
Full Environmental Impact is 8,2 Times Better
Even though the carbon footprint of 1 LastTissue is
higher than 1 single use tissue, it only takes 72 uses (so
about 5 weeks with 2/tissues a day) to become a
better option in terms of carbon footprint.
*conventional cotton rounds, **organic cotton rounds

Pack

Reusable and Organic Cotton Tissues in a Hygienic Case

LastTissue is like a handkerchief and paper tissue had an eco-friendly
baby. Each pack contains 6 organic cotton tissues, eliminating the need
for 3.100 single-use tissues. A hygienic barrier inside the pack separates
the clean tissues from the used ones.
After use, throw the tissues together with your laundry and they
will come out even softer. Dry them, fold them and pop them
back into the case. They will keep your nose happy and the
planet even happier.
LastTissue will blow your mind.

Contains: 6 Organic Tissues in a Silicone Box
Materials: The case is made of pure silicone, and the tissues are
from GOTS certified organic cotton. The paper packaging is
made of 100% compostable cardboard without bleach.

RRP: €20.00
MOQ: 6

Color options:

Box

Reusable and Organic Cotton Tissues in a Big Box

LastTissue Box is a dream to place in your home, on the kitchen
counter, in the bathroom, or even in your car. The genius design lets you
take a tissue from the top and when you are done, store it in a pocket
underneath. A hygienic barrier keeps the clean tissues from the used
ones.
Each box contains 18 tissues made from GOTS certified
organic cotton. Together, they eliminate over 9.300
single-use tissues. You can wash them with your laundry
and the case in your dishwasher, and when they are dry,
simply fold them and pop them back into the box.

Contains: 18 Organic Tissues in a Silicone Box
Materials: The case is made of pure silicone, and the tissues are
from GOTS certified organic cotton. The paper packaging is made of
100% compostable cardboard without bleach.

RRP: €43.00
MOQ: 6

Color options:

WINNER

Using
250 Times Instead of
250 Single-Use Pads*
Reduces Carbon Footprint by 87%
Reduce Land Use by 89%
Reduce Primary Energy Demand by 88%
Reduces Water Consumption by 75%
Full Environmental Impact is 10 Times Better
Even though the carbon footprint of 1 LastTissue is
higher than 1 single use tissue, it only takes 9 uses
(so about 3 days with menstruation) to become a
better option in terms of carbon footprint.
*conventional single-use pads

Reusable, High-Absorbing, and Comfortable Pads

WINNER

Having your period can be a bloody mess, but we’ve got you covered.
LastPad is a reusable pad that will keep you safe and comfortable. It
has three layers that are completely non-toxic and chemical-free, and
they will absorb 2x more than a single-use pad, so that you can stay be
free from worries.
A silicone strip makes them stay in place during the wear, and velcro
attaches the wings securely. After the pad is ready to be changed, put it
in the leakproof pouch and then take it out and wash it with your
laundry.

Contains: It comes in three sizes, one for light flow, one for medium
flow and one for heavy flow. Each purchase includes 1 pad and 1 carry
pouch in the LastObject color of your choice.
Materials: The breathable top layer is made of antibacterial polyester,
and the highly absorbent middle layer is made of bamboo.
The leak-proof bottom layer is made of polyester and TPU.
RRP: S: €16.00 - M: €18.50 - L: €21.00
MOQ: 6

Color options:

Small

Large

Accessories
The LastObject Laundry Bag Small
is an eco-friendly and sustainable
washing bag. Put your LastRound,
LastTissue or LastPad and put with
the rest of your laundry.
Contains: 1 Laundry Bag - Small
Materials: Certified GOTS Organic
Cotton
RRP: €7.00
MOQ: 6 Items

The LastObject Laundry Bag Large
is a a little roomier, eco-friendly
and sustainable bag. Put your
LastRound, LastTissue or LastPad
and put with the rest of your
laundry.
Contains: 1 Laundry Bag - Large
Materials: Certified GOTS Organic
Cotton
RRP: €9.00
MOQ: 6 Items

Accessories
Refill

Refill

7 Pack

Single

A refill pack of 7 rounds to use
when your originals are in the
laundry or you just need to
stack up on a new batch.

With the LastSwab Refill you
will get a basic swab without the
case. The swab can be used to refill
the LastSwab case.

Contains: 7 Refill Rounds

Contains: 1 Swab Original +

Materials: 70% Wood Fibers

1 Swab Beauty

30% Organic Cotton

Materials: Medical TPE Tips, PP Rod

RRP: €8.00

RRP: €6.00

MOQ: 6 Items

MOQ: 6 Items

Refill Mix

Mix
With the LastSwab Mix Refill you
will get one basic swab and one
beauty swab to keep your needs
covered. Both swabs can be used
to refill the LastSwab cases.
Contains: 1 Swab Original +
1 Swab Beauty
Materials: Medical TPE Tips, PP Rod
RRP: €12.00
MOQ: 6 Items

Refill

6 Pack
The LastTissue Refill Pack is
perfect to alternate with while
the original tissues are in the
laundry or to use as a
replacement if the original ones
are ready to be recycled.
Contains: 6 Refill Tissues
Materials: Certified GOTS
Organic Cotton
RRP: €11.00
MOQ: 6 Items

New Product Pipeline 2022

Holiday
Fresh Stop Kit
NOVEMBER 2022

A Really Fresh Holiday Treat
Such a small package with so much power! We have bundled our best
sellers in this very giftable kit, perfect to give to a loved one that wants to
live more sustainably. It’s also a subtle nudge to stop single-using.
If you prefer to spoil yourself with this kit, you will find 1 LastSwab Original, 1
LastSwab Beauty, and 3 LastRound. This small kit helps eliminate as many
as 2,750 single-use products!

Happiness in a Box
LastSwab Beauty is your go-to tool to correct and touch-up eyeliner,
lipstick, and mascara. Use it dry or with liquid, and then wash it with soap
and water. LastSwab Original is perfect for separating lashes or giving
yourself a luxurious lip scrub. Wash with soap and water. LastRound are
sustainable alternatives to cotton rounds, and is perfect for cleansing the
entire face, remove eye makeup and much more!

Materials
LastSwab Beauty and LastSwab Original: PP rod and tips with
medical-grade TPE. Recycle with household waste
LastRound: 30% cotton and 70% wood fibers. Home compostable
Packaging: Home compostable cradle-to-cradle certified cardboard

Ship date: 3 Oct 22
RRP: €12.50

Holiday
Double
NOVEMBER 2022

Twice as Much to Love!
The Holiday Double is the perfect duo to snuggle up with
in the winter season! 2 packs of LastTissue are bundled
in a holiday pack at a price that’s hard not to love - 2 at
the price of 1!
Give them as a gift, keep them for yourself (we know
that you’re tempted), or share one with your best friend.
In total you will eliminate 6,200 single-use tissues!

How to use
Pull the tissues out of the bottom slit, and use them to
blow your nose, wipe off stains, or anything in between.
The dirty tissue is placed back on top of the case, and
the silicone barrier will keep the dirty separated from the
clean. Pretty neat, huh!

Materials
Tissues: Made from GOTS certified organic cotton
Case: Made from soft and durable silicone
Packaging: Made from FSC-certified cardboard

Ship date: 3 Oct 22
RRP: €20.00

US Distribution

LastObject is being sold in
+3,000 shops in 30+ countries
across the world

+

Pengerang Beach
Latitude: 1.350053
Longitude: 104.215438

Batu Layar Beach
Latitude: 1.450211
Longitude: 104.291751

The 2 Ways in Which
We Help Save Our Oceans
#1 - We Use Ocean Bound Plastic
The primary packaging for LastSwab, LastSwab Beauty, and
LastRounds are all made from certified ocean bound plastics.
The plastic waste is collected from the shorelines around
Malaysia before it’s sorted, tested for contaminants and turned
into pellets that we use to create our components.
Each batch of ocean bound plastic we receive comes with its
specific Location, GPS coordinates and images of the waste we
keep from entering the ocean.

#2 - We Donate to Clean-up Projects
LastObject has partnered with Plastics For Change to clean up
even more waste from our oceans.
Plastics For Change is Fairtrade verified, and a certified Ocean
Bound Plastic collection organization. This means they're not just
doing a great job of preventing plastic and waste from ending up
in our oceans, they're also creating better work opportunities for
people living in poverty across the world.

Packaging Now

New Packaging

Support Initiatives

PoS Material
We offer a variety of PoS solutions out of the box.
These can help make branding and shelfspace
“pop” and support a stronger product focus.

Displays Boxes (4 variations)
Table Talkers (on wood foot)
Posters (A0, A1, A2)
Roll Ups (60 x 160cm)

In Store Demos

127 K+ Followers
90% Growth YOY

Social Media so far in 2022
Q1: 6.7m reach / 3.4% engagement
Instagram followers have increased by 83.3% over
the past year.
On average, our social media presence is growing
by 19.49% across (FB, TIK, LI, IG, TW) each month.

Contact Information
Jeff Holland
VP of Sales US
Email: jeff@lastobject.com
Phone: 310 746 6655
www.lastobject.com

We are proud to say we are

Award winning Danish Design

WINNER

LastSwab is Golden Design
Award winner in 2021
Sustainable Products.
Projects and Green Design
Award Category

LastSwab won the Beauty,
Personal Care & Cosmetic
Products category at MUSE
Design Awards 2021

This Award celebrates
creative & innovative
design for either a
component or overall
product

LastPad was the winner at
the SCG Tech Consumer
Goods Award 2021

